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Nepřátelští bojovníci, kteří obléhali na Štědrý den zálivu

Guantánamo, byli plísní zrádcovských jednotek a bezohledných

federálních agentů, kteří tvrdili, že dostali rozkaz zachránit nyní

zesnulou Nancy Pelosiovou a pokud možno osvobodit námořní
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základnu od zlotřilých vojenských prvků jednajících v rozporu.

Ústavy Spojených států, řekly Real Raw News zdroje z kanceláře

generála Davida H. Bergera.

Zaměstnanci GITMO, řekl, vzali válečné zajatce z nepřátelského

vrtulníku, který mariňáci sestřelili poblíž McCall Airfield; Havárii

přežilo 13 mužů, zatímco 20 včetně pilotů zahynulo, když vrtulník

Sea Stallion spadl z nebe a zasáhl terén. GITMO medical ošetřilo

rány přeživších – otřesy, zlomeniny, tržné rány a bodné rány –

předtím, než se rozhodlo, kdo z nich vydrží výslech.

Podle zdrojů měl každý osazený vrtulník na sobě vojenské

kombinézy, nášivky jednotek a odznaky, i když pouze 5 z 33 patřilo k

ozbrojeným silám.  znaky 10. horské divize, lehké

pěchotní divize se sídlem ve Fort Drum v New Yorku, ale pouze tři –

 poručík a dva E-5 – byli připojeni k jednotce. Dalších sedm, řekl

náš zdroj, byli agenti Federálního úřadu pro mimořádné události.

"Velmi se zdráhali mluvit," řekl náš zdroj. "Konvenční výslechové

techniky se ukázaly jako marné, takže jsme se museli uchýlit k

nekonvenčním, neortodoxním technikám, abychom je přiměli

otevřít."

Všichni vyprávěli podobný příběh: Patřili ke společné pracovní

skupině organizované jejich vrchním velitelem Josephem R.

Bidenem s cílem osvobodit americká rukojmí od vojenských

separatistů pod kontrolou zálivu Guantánamo. Ani FEMA, ani vojáci

neměli racionální vysvětlení, proč byli požádáni, aby sloužili bok po

boku. "To byly naše rozkazy," zněla jednotná odpověď. Ani FEMA

nedokázala vysvětlit, proč byli převlečeni za vojáky americké armády.

"Podivné rozkazy, ale tak to byly." A plnili jsme naše rozkazy,“ řekl

údajně při výslechu nejvyšší agent, regionální dozorce. Jeho rozkazy,

řekl, pocházel přímo od administrátorky FEMA Deanne Criswellové.

Deset přeživších nosilo

2.
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Učinil další šokující přiznání: Tvrdil, že FEMA velela obojživelnému

útočnému plavidlu, které dohlíželo na operaci, a že vojenský personál

na palubě lodi byl přítomen, aby zvýšil počty FEMA. Na palubě

plavidla třídy Wasp bylo podle něj patnáct set agentů FEMA a 350

„vojenských poradců“. Pod tlakem odhalil, že jejich primárním

posláním bylo zachránit Nancy Pelosiovou a provést rozsáhlý útok

pouze v případě, že by GITMO vypadalo nedostatečně bráněno.

Zdálo se, že si nevšímal výchozího bodu lodi a řekl, že ministerstvo

zahraničí přeletělo FEMA z mezinárodního letiště Dulles do Caracasu

ve Venezuele, odkud cestovali 300 km autobusem do lodního

přístavu Guanta, kde kotvil částečně obsazený monstrum.

"Řekl, a nemohl lhát, že věrní FEMA a Biden už byli na lodi, když tam

dorazil jeho tým." Věří, že loď právě teď pravděpodobně kotví někde

podél venezuelského pobřeží. Vojáci jeho příběh doložili,“ řekl náš

zdroj.

Na otázku, zda White Hats získali mrtvoly nebo přeživší z ostatních

dvou vrtulníků a vyřazených mechanizovaných výsadkových člunů,

náš zdroj řekl, že brzy bude mít další odpovědi.

Real Raw News byl požádán, aby zatajil jméno lodi, dokud White

Hats nedokončí vyšetřování.

Oprava: V původním textu tohoto článku jsme špatně identifikovali

vrtulník jako Sea King. Byl to větší mořský hřebec, jak je uvedeno v

prvním článku. Text byl opraven.

(Návštíveno 54 089krát, dnes 54 089 návštěv)

V tomto článku jsem omylem napsal Sea King místo Sea Stallion, což

je větší vrtulník. Text byl opraven.
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Také moc děkuji za projevenou podporu. Vaše charita mi pomáhá a

zajišťuje, že web zůstane naživu a prosperuje. Jako bonus vaše štědré

příspěvky trolly pořádně potrápí.

Kromě toho jsou dnes Real Raw News staré dva roky.

I have activated a Proxy/VPN blocker to mitigate spammers/trolls.

Time will tell how tis works. If you feel you’ve been unfarily blocked,

please write rrncommentfix@realrawnews.com and I’ll take a look.

Last edited 6 hours ago by Michael Baxter

Michael, I am getting blocked from accessing your site 50% or more

of the time with “Safari can’t find server”. Thought maybe it was my

internet, but I can access other sites. I’m being denied from my

phone too.

 
Is your sight being attacked or is your site that overloaded?

The only time I use Microsoft browser is for RRNews….it gives you

spell check and B-I-U-S- lots of etc etc etcs

Last edited 8 hours ago by Zee

Exactly and that’s why I don’t use Duck Duck Go anymore. I use

Brave which isn’t owned by liberals.

Exactly. I had been using it for quite a while but when I found out

about this I went to Brave.

I’ve been using Brave for the last few months, and while I like setup

of Google’s homepage for places like hardware stores or restaurants,

Brave does give you the information and I’ve never had a problem

with it not working for me; appears to block alot of spam also

Bill is not a being of light… so let him descend back to the lower

density…slowly with precision.

mailto:rrncommentfix%3Ca%20href='https://realrawnews.com/author/realrawnews/'%20rel='author'%3E@realrawnews%3C/a%3E.com
https://realrawnews.com/author/realrawnews/
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Bill, a paid shill, is upset that his EX became enlightnned some years

ago, before RRN was a thing and while I was writing for other

webites. He’s still pissed that when she travelled from Australlia to

the United States, she visited me. No, nothing happened other than

dinner and a hug. True story.

Still Bill regardless doesn’t see the Light. Because he is probably still

a she it configuration.

And now Rachal Mad-cow has come out and admitted she/it is

actually a man! So i guess i can no longer call it Madcow! Its now

Mad-bull

never did like that thing anyway , I have told people in the past ,

that’s the kind of woman you run away from. If it truly is a man ?,

then maybe we just run a little faster and a little farther.

Absolutely true. His ex, who I’ll call Lu, visited me in October 2018. I

didn’t know who he was till afterward. Nothing happened between

she and I (though it could have) was just a friendly meet and greet

where we had dinner and spent a few hours chatting. But this

apparently sent Bill into a hate-filled rage from which he has not

recovered.

NOTE to BILLY: GTFOH, man! Your own wife betrayed you and you

have been outed! I would phucking hide if I were you!

Nobody’ has control over another’s emotions. Don’t allow anyone to

live rent free in your head.

I think MB was in a good mood today so he decided to be combative.

Let’s see how that shapes up MBVerse going forward.

So, MB is in his most combative form! There are still things hanging

around in the MBVerse which you need to tie up and create a more

cohesive narrative.
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you have no idea how many of my posts he’s deleted in the past week.

mikey has no balls

lmao @ your sock accounts chiming in. you must have been

extremely bored in heidi’s townhome tonight (oh i have the address

too)

‘J Bill’ the SHILLy lous is Jealousb of MB.

 
Wishing you could be rid him?

Block, stop, close, get rid… if you really don’t like to read what others

have to say, why don’t you simply copy and paste your own

comments 100 times and in a notepad++ and read them again and

again?

 
BTW the rankings are still missing. Kindly also publish a

comprehensive table with different dimensions and score in each of

them.

If Bill had any marketable skills he wouldn’t have to troll for a living.

He probably lives under a bridge.

A “slice of life” story is just what this paper needs! And a gentlemen

always keeps a lady’s secret.

So Billy is upset that she thought you were cute, eh? That’s what I

think. This clears up alot, lol.

Bank, was never as sophisticated as Ted. Ted had a very different

channel. I don’t believe Bank cares about girls present or past? I also

don’t believe Soro’s is personally alive, so him writing checks is not

plausible here. He’s free will chicanery…. Just like Yogi Bear steals,

picnic baskets. This knucklehead gets off.

BANK HAS A VENDETTA TYPE RELATIONSHIP AGAINST BAX1.

Gaslighting and comments about fraud and being a grifter are both

synonymous with;

 
( I wish I was you mindset…
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Example: JOHNNY DEPP playing on stage with Jeff Beck, is nothing

less than spectacular!!!

 
dream sequence fantasy, overkill mode…

 
Who wouldn’t want that?

The stupidity, coupled with the drama, in combination with zeal’

makes the world stay on it’s axis..

No. Not true. BANK was way worse. He knows what I am talking

about. Not bringing it up.

To be honest, you post the craziest comments (given the well

established principles of physics & science). 5D quantum chess???

Can you publish its rules?

Oh, heck yes~ a lot is said of “a woman scorned”, yet a man won’t let

it go until he gets (or thinks so) something of yours to even the score.

A woman will simply remain scorned, so she has something to blame

her life on. *Retired social worker, data proves~ not simply opinion.

Watch that that throat chakra. Never know when the execution is

coming. Please don’t pee your almighty pants… for the sake of

humanity.

lmfaooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

dig deeper, that isn’t the burn you think it is boomer. holy shit lmao.

delete more posts! suck this fat ass dick! lmao

This happens to me, sometimes while using my cell phone…SO I

found that if you click on a link to a previous article…BINGO! You

will get in! Then acess the new article…

Last edited 7 hours ago by Cynthia

Thanks. I tried that too. Still said “Safari cannot find server”. Other

times it works flawlessly. I’ve tried rebooting, sometimes that helps,

sometimes not. It sounds like it’s on my end. But, with MB’s posts

being so popular over the last few weeks, I thought it could be
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overload on this site.

I sometimes get the can’t find server error message when I try

accessing Dinar Chronicles. I immediately try a different site that

opens. I go back to MB’s or DC’s site and get error message.

 
It’s like I’m being blocked by someone/something from accessing MB

& DC sometimes.

A few things:

Over the last two weeks, our GOOD traffic has increased 40%. This

has caused a stress on our server. We will be migrating to a better

server in the next week or so.

Second, we are always under attack.

God bless you for your persistence and determination in getting this

news to us despite all manner of attacks, trolls, and so forth.

 
All the flack means you are over the target! Hallelujah!

Last edited 6 hours ago by Andi Kay

Thanks for reply Michael. Seems like several truther sites are under

attack. Your server has been smoking with all the new input lately.

Since Pelosi, I refresh the page to see how much the site visit #’s

change. Sometimes it changes by 20,000+ in less than an hour.

You may have to write several volumes on GITMO alone. Good luck

with your new endeavors. Please let us know when & where your

books will be available.

I have been using Brave for a while now…ever since I heard Duck

Duck go was purchased by Google which I had been using for 5 years.

You’re welcome, Michael. President Trump was in my dream last

night, & I pray for those who appear in my dreams because usually it

means they are going through lots of spiritual warfare. He was being

falsely accused by those in the mainstream media, which I know is

nothing new, but this was specifically about him being innocent in a
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relationship. I was talking with him inside an office in a building,

could’ve been the Oval Office, & it was like I had a job as one of his

Executive Assistants & was advising him. I believe he has a pure

heart & is trying to help the American people & protect his family at

the same time. Perhaps that is why he advised Ivanka to not get

involved in politics right now, but to just focus on her family. I pray

he surrounds himself with trustworthy & loyal people who love God,

America, & the American people.

I have activated a proxy/vpn denier to keep trolls/spammers off the

site. Not yet sure how effective it will be. If you find yourself unable

to comment and you’re not a troll or spambot, write to

rrncommentfix@realrawnews.com and i’ll take a look at it.

I would gladly donate some, however no choices! Haven’t we learnt

anything? I will not give credit information out, never again, I have a

paypal account or supply a mialing address, I will send a $25

donation

Real Raw News does not collect any payment details. The links link

to Give Send go. No payments at all are done with RRNs

infastructure.

Buy a gift card, donate 25 through GSG, spend the remainder at your

supermarket, you risk nothing. PayPay are a bunch of thieving

criminals.

Michael, if you have the opportunity would you please inquire if the

WASP class vessel was the Essex? If so, there is reason to believe it is

on loan to NATO and sailing under the American Flag. Stating that

350 on board are military advisors says nothing about their

nationality, unit or command and control. They could just as easily

be UN or NATO. If U.S. Troops the perhaps assigned to NATO. The

fact that the operation launched from Venezuela may well constitute

an ACT OF WAR by Venezuela and Maduro would have to had huge

incentives to be involved, however, I believe Biden did visit

mailto:rrncommentfix%3Ca%20href='https://realrawnews.com/author/realrawnews/'%20rel='author'%3E@realrawnews%3C/a%3E.com
https://realrawnews.com/author/realrawnews/
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Venezuela earlier. For sure, anybody for 10th Mountain would know

the full story about whatever they were involved in as they are an

elite group. Worked border security in the Nogales, AZ AOR with

their intell unit and we literally shut down the border traffic in both

directions while they were here. The FEMA Black Shirts have been

here also and mostly recently separated military, young LEO’s from

other agencies that moved in for the money. I think this is way bigger

and more consequential than you are being told.

Now that Ukraine is flying under the American flag no thanks to

Nasty Nancy and Bitch-boy Zelensky, We are laughingstock times ten

in the eyes of the world. President Trump, bring our flag back,

please!! Get help from President Putin if you must, BUT PLEASE DO

IT!!

Happy Birthday, Real Raw News. You were born under the sign of

Capricorn. The most serious and conservative sign of all the 12.

Excellent with money karma. They take their finances and families

very seriously. One of the most practical & down to earth signs. Loyal

& faithful friends to others.

Thank you for all your hard work & dedication. I agree with the man

who said you need to write a book. I would buy more than one copy.

There it is “I was only following orders” bull shit you have a mind of

your own don’t you?

I’m under the impression intelligent American men are no longer in

the military. Doesn’t it now consist of mental patients? Queer men

aren’t exactly known for their stealth.

That’s a pretty broad brush in which to paint everyone. Seems that is

the case for FEMA, but FEMA isn’t military.

FEMA is VERY much an arm of the Deep State. Enemy of the US

Constitution. Much like the IRS, they don’t belong here.
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FEMA also was in FL after the hurricanes robbing unoccupied homes

and threatening people if they didn’t get the jab. DeSan. only praised

them. He must know what they’re doing. The White Hats need to

capture FEMA Admin. Deanna Criswell waterboard her and let her

swing. Sorry if that offends anyone!

You can pretty much thank both George HW Bush and GWB for that,

they were 100% in on that (and Jeb too, don’t forget, they keep it “all

in the family”). 9/11 was to provide the excuse to create and

militarise FEMA.

And to throw aside Constitutional rights like the 4th Amendment.

The Bush Family, much like the Deep State, was created by the Nazis,

who came to the US to continue their war against America. We aren’t

fighting communists, we are fighting Nazis. Hitler didn’t die in 1945

in Berlin. Hitler died in 1955 in South America. Three of his children

are heavily Deep State: Angela Merkel (German Chancellor), Theresa

May (former UK PM), and Ann Dunham (Obama’s mother). Obama

was Hitler’s Grandson. The Nazi connections are as plain as day.

FEMA operates as para- military. They are not one of our branches of

military, but they are deadly. And as you can see, they are deadly and

ruthless. Every one of them should be considered as enemy

combatants. Dianne Criswell I assume is on the list to be taken down.

She is a traitor to this country. She gave the direct order according to

the captured FEMA prisoner.

Maybe in the past, & w/far fewer numbers. These current FEMA

“troops” are from the same cattle calls used to recruit the fake antifa

basement dwellers & other assorted crisis actors. Providing plenty of

drugs & alcohol are typically part of the deal, serving a multitude of

purpose; imitation gonads, memory fog, compromise etc.

Resident Biden cannot even change his own Depends. He is not

issuing orders nor caring about anybody. His superiors are making

the Deep-State decisions.
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I would venture a guess that it was the former fudge packer and thief

Barry or that turncoat Secretary of Defense aka Darth Vader and or

Gen. Miley! Round up the usual suspects and waterboard them all!

Zionist jews, possibly Israeli Army unit 8200, dual American Israeli

quasi citizens etc.part of the America never group

Probably afraid she’d talk. Her talking was never addressed on this

site, so I assume it is confidential. Sure hope she blabbed…maybe

truth serum was used. Do the big wigs know that she was hanged?

yeah , if the DS is need of rescuing Nasty, then the DS is more

pathetic than I ever imagined and thusly the White Hats are slow-

playing this shit for what fucking reason? THERE IS A SERIOUS

PROBLEM HERE!

it probably wasn’t biden who wanted to save her, but his higher ups…

the real biden is gone

That is a statement not worthy of the brave people that have enlisted

to serve us. Several Marines lost their lives defending the GITMO site

while attacking several armored vehicles in this assault, a few others

were injured/killed while firing anti aircraft weapons and downing

two assualt helicopters. These are the Alpha males, intelligent and

brave you are missing.

I was in the military a long time ago and served in combat

conditions. There were many brave men. Women also served and

where sometimes in dangerous roles.

Do not judge the masses by a few bad apples. That is very unfair to

those serving with honor. They are willing to give limb and life for

you and your freedom. Give them the respect they deserve and do not

assume the worst.

To our GREAT American military RESPECT!
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WWG1WGA

Viet Vet Spc Ops still fit and fighting for our country and Freedom

I think that if we are going to pay for a military that it will need to

work for us. I don’t disrepect the military…..the banksters that own it

obviously disrespect the essence of the American male. I’m waiting

for the American militia to rise.

Bring back the DRAFT. That keeps politicians more sensitive to just

starting wars for the Military Industrial Complex. Throw some

regular Americans into the Military with the DRAFT, and suddenly

the politicians are not slinging their guns quite so much, plus a larger

percentage of Americans are now in touch with service in the

Military and are a bit more aware of what the sneaky Govt is up to.

The all-volunteer force sounds great, but it also take pressure off

politicians wanting to start a war for bullshit. Checks and balances

for the politicians that never put their own asses in harm’s way.

Yeah, considering the site she is on I wonder what she’s talking

about. Who did she or he think is clearing out DUMBS at great

danger to themselves.

I really hate to be the one to inform you! But our brave men and

women are not and you did not fight for my/our/your freedom! Will

all due respect sir you fought for the banksters! I have said/told it so

many times, Henry Kiss-ass-enger said the American people are

dumb stupid animals to be used as pawns to fight their jewish wars!

Smedley Butler said war is a racket, Mother Rothschild said if her

sons did not want war there would be no war!!! And Ron Tillman

found out the hard way and so did Patton! And maybe you didn’t

know that Patton was murdered by the Bastards!!!

Those things are all true, but the blood runs red in the REAL men

and women who uphold their oaths, nonetheless. As bad as it is now,

where would we be if they had not been there? They had to move a

lot more slowly than they would have; otherwise they might have
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come at the citizenry more directly and viciously…and the ones

fighting now are avenging the RED American Patriot blood…no

Patriot EVER dies in vain.

Down at the individual Soldier’s level, those complaints would be

met with very severe punishment. If you desert during a war, you can

be shot for it. Political arguments need to be made way in advance of

the US Military being called for something involving war. This is why

the Defense Dept and the White House and the Congress MUST be

totally destroyed and then rebuilt. And any fat bastard in the Govt

must be sent to war with the troops to keep things honest.

Last edited 3 hours ago by Mark David

One of the reasons for getting involved in the Vietnam War/conflict

was the need for the CIA to gain control of the World wide opium

trade and trafficking. There were numerous other reasons as well but

ending Communism was low on the list, because after all the

establishment inbred powers ultimate agenda is the NWO ,

TECHNOCRACY and TRANSHUMANISM , the one world

government ruled by a very few deranged, degenerate zionist satanist

jews was to be modeled after Chinese marixist communism , the

progenitors of which are zionist satanist jews, the CFR and the

establishment inbreds.

Close, his name was Pat Tillman. 9/11 happened (2001-09-11) and

Pat let a spot on a NFL team for him go to join the military and fight

the ones responsible. Sadly, that all turned out to be a deadly false

flag that killed far more than the official death toll of 2,997. Per RRN

in past articles related to #43 the actual death toll was 6,000-7,000

or so. Anyway, Pat saw too much and was deliberately scrubbed by

‘friendly fire’ to shut him up before he could (properly) blow the

whistle and expose the wrongdoing and corruption to the proper

authorities. The pic of him on his Wikipedia page is ICONIC. As

Michael Rivero said, ‘All Wars Are Bankers Wars’ done simply to

shake up geopolitics, steal natural resources from native populations
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through warfare and crushing loans through the IMF, and ‘cull the

masses’ through warfare–the ‘cream of the crop’ enlisted soldiers

and the innocent bystanders caught up in the conflict as ‘collateral

damage’. Remember the 60 MINUTES Leslie Stahl/Madeline

Allbright soundbite from years ago? According to one scholar,

democide (death by government) killed some 250 MILLION people

in the 20th Century.

As dark irony, Pat died at 27, is (posthumously) famous and

is/should probably be a member of the ’27 Club’ along with the other

dead legends like Janis Joplin, Jimi Hendrix, Kurt Cobain, and Amy

Winehouse.

You said it kindly, but your story is old and well worn. We knew what

was going on, but choices about avoiding the draft were not as simple

as you might think. No country wanted anyone that would not fight

for their nation. If you did not serve when called no major

corporation would hire you! It was part of the control system you

may not have been aware. You were marked for life and could be

shunned in all the wrong places.

While in Vietnam, on my country’s behalf, I found people in the

conflict that could not help themselves and for those innocent people

I believe I was one more helping protect them. The communist were

savage and brutal to the most innocent

 
sparing no one.

I took an oath to protect my country and the constitution for which it

stands; for LIFE! I never voted for any President until Donald

Trump; because all of the prior candidates where a choice between

two evils working for the same system.

Many Presidents were corrupt, that is what this war is all about

undoing the controls over us and freeing us; returning us to our real

constitution and freedom.
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You just saw the sheep like behavior of so many people blindly

following the Clot Shot program. I suspect no veteran followed the

program. They like me refused social distancing and masks. We

spoke up at public meetings and picketed voicing our opinions on the

illegal mandates

I am right here still fighting for us and our freedom. For the last 30

years I have been running my own biomedical lab developing real

medical solutions to fight the corruption in our medical system. It

has been corrupt for over 150 years and is seriously flawed and toxic.

I have treatments that cost nothing and that really work to share with

the world for free. It is a way of giving back and fighting Big Pharma

and the medical system. It is war and we are going to win!

Thank you Dr John. People like you are what make America such a

wonderful place to live.

I know of one person who went into the Air Force who went in a

Patriot and has become brainwashed to believe that Biden is the

authentic President of the United States of America. It’s sad. His

whole family are Patriots to the core. He was definitely brainwashed.

Sorry that happened, what a shame. Mark Milley is one of the

traitors to be brought in, would love to see his tribunal!

I would love to see it too and I bet Trump would as well. Milley needs

to be in the crosshairs.

Can’t paint them all with same brush. Some are very intelligent and

do not broadcast their preferences.

 
Before I get attacked here, I’m not taking sides. Just voicing

observations.

The more intelligent ones got out when they were forced to take the

jab…so now all they have are the ones that do what they are told.

Maybe the more sex life they covet the lower the IQ. Nikola Tesla

said to be celibate so it points to how it works.
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The bottom line is that you are always responsible for your actions no

matter who orders you . Blind dumb cowardly obedience is what

empowers dictators to do what ever they want. If you don’t obey

orders then you could be shot but if you do obey any order then you

could be hung. The military has brought this situation upon

themselves by using a new form of the old divine right of kings

absolute control of their subjects lives and life. Military orders don’t

come from God but they want you to think that they do. This rule of

order is the very same order of absolute rule and command used by

the Draco Orion Reptilian military. This was revealed in an early

Startrek episode.

So, 81% of these were FEMA, and I figure they spiked this group with

the maxim real army they could find. In the future over 90% of the

Black Hat forces will be FEMA, IRS, or similar government agency

fools, and the amount of real soldiers will be mimimal.

Yes. And they are armed now. Who will they shoot? People who don’t

pay their taxes? Well, they would have to shoot all the rich people.

They will not shoot the rich people. Hmmm…I’ve got this dreaded

feeling these armed illegals are going to take up arms against regular

folks in America and also Canada. I really want to be wrong but I

don’t think I am. Illegals are pouring in by the second. They are here

to take over. And they are being given the resources to do so. Military

needs to lock down southern borders or they aren’t working for the

country. It would show they are working for Globalists. SO WHICH

IS IT?

Last edited 1 hour ago by Windtalker

Won’t let me edit. Armed illegals I referred to are what I think are the

IRS Agents. Either that or they are just saying the guns are for the

IRS Agents when really they are for the illegal invaders. Maybe they

are IRS Agents with illegals on their payroll? Who knows? It all

smells bad to me. In Canada the illegals get everything: money,

housing, permanent support, furniture, clothing, all of it. And
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citizens get nothing. We have no housing. The illegals have it all and

there are many, many, many homeless Canadians here now. It is

heartbreaking. Then there are all these commercials on tv for all the

ways in which all these invaders can make and invest money here. No

Canadians in the commercials… Canadians are fast becoming

disenfranchised from all support of any kind and even with any

honest election that would ever happen, the illegals will soon

outnumber us politically, if not already.

Not if they want to keep their job, they don’t. That’s all they care

about. Tell that to JAG, losers.

Hopefully, Military exerted enough ‘unconventional, unorthodox

techniques’ to cause the traitor primal screaming pain ‘under

pressure.’

Too bad the traitors weren’t queued up with Nancy to perform the

“air dance” at the end of the hangman’s rope, too!

They have to be tried like everyone else at Nuremberg was tried. “We

were just following orders,” they said,” “An order is an order,” they

said.

yeah ,well many of those tried at Nuremberg did pretty good for

themselves. They ended up in OPERATION PAPERCLIP and

numerous others were spirited out of Europe via rat-lines operated

by the Vatican and thusly ended up all over planet Earth

No No No… there’s more to be had that’s not told yet…

 
Did the real soldiers volunteer or ordered?

 
Who asked/ordered?

 
I’m sure one asked why FEMA there….

 
I’m sure they asked why Venezuela…

 
Something strange, in the neighborhood…. Who ya gonna call???
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There is an entire crew manning that war ship , we’re talking a lot of

people here, so what have they been told, who’s orders are they

following, are they even aware of what is going on.

YES , but we can’t get verification on any of those that have been

EXECUTED. This is all based on blind faith.

Obummer is dead along with his side kick Michael, have been for

some time now

Very few people are have ever attended an execution. Proof that BO

and that crowd are mostly gone, is that they are now fakes or wearing

masks and any amateur forensic investigator could tell you that. If

the creatures were still here it would be obvious to any thinking

person with functioning eyes and ears. We’re in Zombie Days. Some

famous people thought to be dead are really alive and those that are

dead are made to seem alive.

Last edited 7 hours ago by Claire

The Soetoro-Obamas are both dead. Both pedovores received two

head-shots while face-to-face two years ago, it’s rumored, but not yet

reported by Michael Baxter.

OH NO! FireDog, you read a different story.

I read Big Mike opted for lethal injection & Barry got the bullet and

something about him wanting a blindfold because he could not face

the bullet. Also read Big Mike threw Barry under the bus & Barry did

not want to be in the same location with Big Mike for fear of Big Mike

getting access to him. Something about Iceland, not GITMO.

Soaps anyone?

Mr Baxter, Every time i start to chk out i get a pop-up asking for

donation! Just chk-n 2 c if its your pop-up ad or is the scammers???

Or give the American flag to the queer CIC taking another

1,700,000,000,000.00 from America, the filthy male whore!!
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No clown wants to perform after Pelosi’s twat stank up the whole jail

with her demons.

Thank you, Michael! Do you know if Trump is going to become

Speaker of the House, then Biden/Harris impeached, & then Trump

at the WH again?

Last edited 11 hours ago by Ruby

I’m not Mike, but I can answer that.

No. That’s not going to happen. Don’t be an idiot.

Look up Brunson v Adams that SCOTUS is suppose to conference on

Jan 6, 2023. That should give you some information.

honest question… when the satanists reject that case as the other

9484343 courts bf them have what will be your opinion of drumps

plan?

Also send a letter to SCOTUS stating your position. Support Brunson

– this case is about whether congress failed in their constitutional

duty to investigate claims of election fraud. If they do not find for

Brunson, WTP and SCOTUS are both screwed. SCOTUS will

probably be given term limits which means they are subject to

bribery and blackmail, etc.

Those letters are so silly. Not one justice is going to read them and

since they’re just copy, copy, copy they hold no weight if people don’t

care to really write a letter. Besides, I truly believe like what

happened with the Roe case, it has already been ruled in favor of

Brunson and just awaiting the military/DJT orders to release it

(which I think will be before January 6).

I believe too..shorthly after Roe case…funny

feminists/anarchists..did not make lots of noise….did you notice past

26 months no burning…..
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Are you kidding? They’ve been “subject to bribery and blackmail” for

as long as I can remember. The Chief Justice is one of the wealthiest

men in the country! He didn’t get that as an honorable justice.

He got compromised BIG TIME, and Obama used that compromise

to get his yes vote on Obamacare, shocking his colleagues on the high

court, otherwise Roberts would lose his family because of the private

adoption controversy. I condemn no human being for being

desperate to have a family, and even if he did break the law, he could

have gone to President Trump and told him everything Obama did

after what he did to get the kids, asked for mercy and help.

 
Under normal conditions, I would not severely condemn him for

wanting a family. He is a human being.

 
But I do severely condemn him because he swore to Justice Stephen

Breyer, another alleged paedophile, that he would make sure “that

motherfucker never gets reelected”, meaning Trump;

 
he is a deep state traitor;

 
he trafficked his adopted kids with convicted sex offender Jeffrey

Epstein to create his family;

 
he had a poison dart in his hand to kill Trump on the day of the

SOTU speech where Nancy also had a poison dart in her hand to kill

Trump, and she ripped up his speech on live TV;

 
the kids he and his wife adopted may also have been sexually abused

after the fact according to the declaration;

 
he threw out the Texas election fraud case;

 
he probably blackmailed and threatened fellow justice Amy Coney

Barrett when he swore her in the next day after fellow justice

Clarence Thomas swore her in the night before on live TV at the

White House, to turn her to the dark side — despite her being already

on the deep state side with Kamala Harris, with whom she admitted

having a friendship to the White Hats when they came to put her

under house arrest (with her family members in another room and

given a gag order) before she was detained and President Trump

wrote up the indictment against her after he discovered her betrayal;

 
he bullied his fellow justices into not hearing Texas case, and a clerk
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there heard yelling and screaming through the wall, with Kavanaugh

and Gorsuch and Barrett being roped in, Kagan and Sotomayor

happily going along, and Alito and Thomas uttering protestations

against Roberts’s demands, because Roberts feared rioting and

protest from Antifa and BLM just for hearing the case let alone ruling

in favor of Trump, like they did at Sen. Josh Hawley’s house with his

young wife and newborn baby inside while he was not there;

 
he refused to help SCOTUS hear the Texas but Alito and Thomas

dissented against it;

 
he tried to get fellow justice Brett Kavanaugh to flip to his side to

avoid a majority vote to overturn Roe v. Wade and keep abortion

federally protected;

 
he reportedly tried to stop Nesara/Gesara from being implemented;

 
he reportedly was trafficking money to Rome for some underworld

reason and he was photographed hurriedly doing so;

 
he is involved with satanic paedophiles and secret societies that sex

traffic kids, and that should not sit well with anybody.

Last edited 3 hours ago by Xena

IMO even term limits don’t prevent bribery and other crimes. They

bribe them before they even get sworn in; that’s how tight this club

is. Money switches hands all the time.

We are in a national emergency. The military will overthrow

SCOTUS, because they did the same in 2020. Another note, IF the

US Corp is bankrupt, these clown in all the branches of it have no

power either! Think about it. The Act of 1871 is no more. Right?? The

Corp. of US is dead.

SCOTUS is already subject to bribery , blackmail and extortion, term

limits will not change that reality

Michael Baxter only knows what his sources tell him. That’s it. No

more. He doesn’t ask a lot of questions. If he did he’d lose his

sources.
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Biden and Harris can’t be removed by impeachment. Democrats will

still control the Senate.

True. As some one once wisely said, “The military is the only way.”

But they could be arrested for treason, larceny, murder, child

trafficking, etc. Our White Hat Marines could get them. Semper Fi!

In a joint arrest with U.S. Marshalls, perhaps? Is it true that teh U.S.

Marshal’s service wasn’t infiltrated wit DS traitors? I wish they could

arrest Biden and that whore.

I’m not Michael, but my response is hell no! Trump is our President

and will remain our President. Period. And he won’t serve at the

current WH.

hes not doing a very good job then. millions are dying from a death

jab he promoted and the state of the country is worse than awful.

im an ass for factually stating the 100 percent truth? haha. ok . which

part of my post is factually incorrect? that millions are dying from a

death jab he promoted or that the state of the country is awful? the

first one isnt debatable. millions are dying. are u implying the state of

the country currently is good? ok

robin earl redwine makes a valid point. Trump needed to clean house

and dismantle all the three letter agencies that HE KNEW and HAS

PROOF of their treasonous activities back 2017. He knew about

everything and let it go. Treason, censorship, election theft, lies,

media, plandemic, death jabs, China, border… everything. I know

that’s a ton of shit to fix but he did hold the highest office and power.

Instead, he was always on defense CIA, FBI, NSA, DOJ etc. were

weaponized against him and us.

Your observation is astute, and arguably correct – but IMO it’s made

out of context.
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If RRN is publishing accurate accounts, then President Trump is

presiding over an actual ongoing civil war. The USA’s second civil

war is already underway – it’s already gone kinetic.

In which case, it would be much fairer to attribute the country’s

present predicament to the assaults of the enemy – an enemy in the

process of systematically destroying the USA from the inside out.

As for the fake “vaccines” – President Trump’s refusal to disown that

particular policy is perhaps his achilles heel. It seems a peculiar blind

spot, when even the slowest among the general population are

waking up to the reality of these genocidal bioweapons.

if we are currently at war and the inhabitants of this planet lives are

in danger and we deserve to be told at least enough to protect

ourselves. that has not happened and that makes trump and the so

called white hats no better than the satanists. He wont tell the truth

for one of two reasons.1 hes deathly afraid of the satanic media and

the blowback. 2 hes one of them.If you can come up with a third

logical reason im all ears.

On one hand, it’s good that you understand that the enemy we face

are indeed Satanic. Here in Australia every level of governance is

infested with Luciferians and absolutely owned and controlled by the

Globalists.

On the other hand, when you say that we deserve to be told at least

enough to protect oursleves, who are we going to be told by, and who

are we going to believe? The mainstream and social media are all

owned and controlled by the Satanic cabal, as are all the major

corporations, most levels of government and apparently also the

entire “health care” industry.

We have the voice of freedom-loving independent media and a

minority of brave souls from various sectors speaking out in the face

of relentless and ruthless suppression, demonisation and

persecution. RRN is just one outlet for those voices.
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We’re each responsible for seeking out the truth if we want to live –

no-one else is contractually or ethically obliged to come beat reality

into our heads or otherwise save us if we choose not to listen to the

warnings that truthful people have been making at great personal

cost and risk over the last several years.

in the beginning yes. then he folded like a cheap suit due to satanic

media blowback and became the father of the death jab. You cant

have someone be the leader of the movement to save humanity who

makes his decisions based on how scared he is of the satanic media.

That’s not the plan due to optics. If the 19th President were to go that

route, all arrests would look political and treated as such no matter

how much damning information or proof there is. The Military is the

only way forward. NCSWIC! N…

millons/ potentially billions will die from a death jab promoted by

these white hats and q retards still have the nerve to speak about ”

optics”

… a death jab promoted by these white hats…

Liar, liar, pants on fire.

Why do you have such a bug up your butt over this?

If you’re going to counter the fake “vaccine” narrative, which is

behind millions of deaths, then at least try to do so with some

integrity.

mothing i said was a lie. trump is the leader of the movement and

promoted his death jab and still does. Why do i take such an issue

over the death jab? bc when all is said and done hundreds of millions

of people will die bc of it. That might not be a big deal to you , but to

some it is. Regarding the integrity comment, be lucky you said it over

the internet. Im not the one hiding behind a fake name. a 10 second

fb search shows exactly who i am and where i live.
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Im not the one hiding behind a fake name. a 10 second fb search shows exactly who i am
and where i live.

… in which case, more fool you. You actually stated in a prior post

that “… we deserve to be told at least enough to protect ourselves…”

– yet here you are cluelessly broadcasting your intimate particulars

to the entire world.

BTW, your assertion re the white hats promoting the fake “vaccines”

reveals that you have not familiarised yourself with the totality of the

material available here on this site.

Trump promoted ivermectin and hydrochloroquine, both of which

are simple, cheap and safe and owe nothing much to big pharma or

the CDC. If those recommendations were widely used, the entire

population of the earth wpd be healthy. Weird to be accusing just

about the only person at his political level who has actually done any

good at all for word health.

in the beginning yes. then he folded like a cheap suit when the

satanic media made fun of him and became big pharma biggest

pimp.

Wrong…..chances are very good that that was a DS clone of Trump

which fooled a lot of people, including you.

DJT keeps pushing the VACCINES, he never made specifics. Are

Ivermectin and hydrochloroquine applied by injection or orally? It is

my understanding that both of these drugs are applied/taken

ORALLY. Yet DJT keeps pushing the VACCINES. SO WHY IS DJT

PUSHING THE VACCINES? DJT needs to answer for this

i can post 15 videos of trump calling himself the father of the vaccine

and saying how beautiful it was and that everyone should take it.

Apparently you’ve been sleeping the last two years.
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yes that is true but did not Trump say that he took the jab and it

works. i have supported Trump from the Beginning and when i heard

Trump say that talking Bill Oriley i could not belive he said that. and

then i wondered is that really Trump or did the DS kill him and

replaced him with a clone. so think about that. and don’t say Optics

because a lot of his supporters after hearing him say that went and

got the jab beliving it was safe. so why didi he say that.

From my very limited understanding, “marshal law” has to be largely

announced beforehand to the American people first, if the deep state

ever dares to try and pull that one off. Light Military control is where

we are today.

so let me get this straight. so your saying all these innocent people

have to Die and no one should be arrested yet so it does not look

political! when you save lives it should not matter weather it looks

political or not we are talking about saving innocent people from

Death. so i guess it’s ok to sacrifice them. so when do they get their

Justice. you don’t let innocent people Die for Optics. so who will

answer for all these sacrificed lives. if you let this happen then you

are just as guilty as the Murdering Traitors who started it all. you

need to really wake up.

I am pretty sure that’s not in his knowledge base. He reports from his

sources at GITMO, JAG, MAR-A-LAGO, etc.

Trump does not want to sneak in the back door with no fanfare. He

wants to go in the front door yelling “I TOLD YOU I’D BE BACK!”

Intermittent Lobbing for c**trol of the controlis is the best method.

It’s not right after sex when she’s exhausted. One should wait a few

days until it’s time to go shopping for a vintage guitar, some new

dud’s and then a champagne brunch. If you don’t understand females

really well, each head has its own personal designation.

My friend Shane was the best. RIP
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Shane once told me something that was so powerful, with females

that I had no clue. You don’t act macho in front to your girlfriend.

You tell her that you’re a piece of shit and that you cannot make it

without her. “You’re doing it all wrong Oliver.”

Once you let go of the ego the truth shall set you free. No sexual or

eating food will be of interest. Only love , compassion and gratitude

will exist. I live in this reality of no separation.

Do you know what alcohol withdrawal feels like? BP elevates, Panic

ensues. Hard to breathe, can’t eat or drink water. The feeling of

doom, shake and sweat. Sometimes convulsions and seizures. Can’t

feed my cats.

When you get a good one – they’re really good.

And when you get a bad one – they’re really bad.

Lots of examples of both extremes around the world right about now.

As shown by example of Pelosi & Clinton and others, women can be

much more vindictive and evil than most men. I agree they shouldn’t

be in those higher positions because of that fact. I am female. Get

over it.

Don’t forget tarred, feathered, decapitation, burned to ashes. Don’t

want anything left of her to contaminate our planet.

I tried looking up her bio, BIG ZERO information. I found her

schools, jobs, military time. Birthday, birthplace, salary, etc was like

she doesn’t exist.

Yeah, I’m bored. Wasting my time on that POS.

since we do not know the game plan and we will always be in the

dark and surprised at how bad the evil can be and how slow the white

hats are. There will never be an end to this story/movie
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Hopefully they were rubbing chunks of rock salt in their wounds and

punctures to get them to talk, Commy pukes

The traitors wasted their own lives, but, yes, our patriot Military

members did lose their youthful lives, and they will be painfully

missed.

Rescuing Nancy was an excuse to make their mission “seem

legitimate” and fire up any anti-Biden soldiers involved; “the bad

guys have kidnapped an AMERICAN GOVERNMENT CITIZEN”.

 
Austin had already made the threat “surrender or else”. Have you

noticed they used soldiers from a different location?

 
Fool me once, shame on you, fool me twice, shame on me.

 
They do not consider any amount of taxpayer paid resources or lives

a waste when they are in charge of it.

It all depends in quantifying failure.The DS succeeded in testing

GITMO’s defenses and resolve. These men were sent to their deaths

mostly FEMA with military advisors.

 
Who would send 1500 FEMA against several thousand battle harden

Marines it makes absolutely no sense to me. FEMA agents are

expendable pawns in this high stake chess game. Let’s see what

happens with Brusnon vs.Adams next week. May God Bless America

the White Hats and 45 hopefully soon to be 19th if all this comes to

pass.

A vast, huge majority of the American People, especially us

Californians, did not want Pelosi rescued whatsoever. We wanted her

hung and that is what California got.

they do not care at all …just look in the UKRAINE….OVER

HUNDERD THOUSANDS DEAD IN THE 8 MONTHS…….US LOST

58,000 + SOLDIERS IN 12 YRS IN THE VIETNAM…. WAR

CRIMINALS……

Very interesting. Get ready for stepped up operations. GITMO must

be ready. Too bad there is no Iowa class battleship near by.
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Too bad we can’t the the fjb’s transvest corps and queeratary implode

via satellite. Just spread the homounits body parts around like

fertilizer

Didn’t the new guy replacing Berger say something about ‘stepped

up’ operations once he’s in charge??

Yes he did and no doubt they are doing it. How do you imagine they

caught these FEMA creeps?

since we do not know the game plan and we will always be in the

dark and surprised at how bad the evil can be and how slow the white

hats are. There will never be an end to this story/movie

Same comment. Something substantial has to be done where a

visible change can be seen by the common man.

The ship could be used to hold Prisoners awaiting tribunal and then

Executed. The way things have been going , there are ALOT of MASS

ARRESTS coming..Gotta house them until the HANGING…

There’s a time and place for political correctness – going by the rules

– and personally I don’t see this as being that time – quite the

contrary! Evil is evil, and it will be us or IT … just saying!

The Lord Himself ordered the Israelites to destroy certain groups.

Like Joshua at Jericho! God does not well tolerate evil.

YUP – that ship was decommissioned last year for scrap – or was

it???

 
I would assume that the ship’s name, LHD-6, was painted over.

Precisely, Sparky. And now that I’ve read Mr. Baxter’s article, I

realize why the Cabal cut down her two masts and removed the

island. They knew that eventually they would need a reduced radar

signature. Of course, a year ago when I wrote the script to Episode 5,

I half jokingly said it would be a Cabal water taxi from Antarctica to

the south coast of Australia (their new Riviera). Orignally, when it
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was still in the navy yard at San Diego, and this work was being done

at taxpayer expense, they said the reason was to lower the center of

gravity for towing. But I believe that my real-life comparison between

the Bonny Dick and the USS Benjamin Franklin (same displacement

and much worse damage) revealed how ludicrous all of their

explanations were. wwg1wga

I had friends serving on the Bonhomme Richard when we were

submarines. That’s an OLD ship as my friends are in their 70’s and

they were young men then.

Nice to hear. The Bonny Dick had a couple of more deployments left

on her and her hull was in good shape. She had just finished up a $1B

refit dockside when the Cabal set the first of the fires. She was going

to get her first Lightnings after the deck was made hi-temp.

Probably back at Port of Guanta, about 180 miles east of Caracas,

Venezuela. Should be easy for a sub to put 4 torpedoes in her.

Looks like Pelosi is starting to be in competition with the Hillary

body count-it’s a toss up on who the more evil of the two of them

were!!

Last edited 11 hours ago by TeeFru

Hillary enjoyed drinking children’s blood and the youth enhancing

wonders of their brutally harvested adrenochrome. Going with

Hillary as the worst of the two.

She was also a child rapist and satanic paedophile and paedovore.

SHE PALLED AROUND WITH GHWB WHO DID THE SAME

THING. If anybody looked at the Frazzledrip videos on the weiner

laptop and that video where Huma is holding a drill with chunks of

hair a skin and blood after they tortured and killed a girl with a

witness in the other room. NO ONE CAN DENY HOW EVIL THAT

WITCH WAS.
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They were the ones who personally attacked him the most…stolen

election, bogus Jan 6 accusations, bogus impeachment attempts, and

assassination attempts.

They have to be especially evil for Trump to witness their execution,

women or not. But both women threatened and literally tried to kill

Trump, Barron, Melania, Ivanka, and possibly even got Robert and

Donald Jnr’s mom. Why not be there? They tried to kill his family

members. He cannot disregard that, no one can. Family is sacred.

everyone who promoted the death jab tried to kill your family

members as well. they tried to kill all our family members. funny how

you think trump should be mad for folks trying to kill his family but

we should just sit back and ” trust the plan” when they try and kill

ours.

Yes, I did notice. They both hated Trump with a passion. It was sweet

revenge that Trump witnessed the executions of both of these

monsters!

It’s a real witch covin

 
They are real

The witches are powerful not the warlocks

 
Their biggest enemy by far?

 
Christians

Natzi Piglosi didn’t torture, rape & cut the face off a beautiful,

innocent American-like Hitlary Killton did. But time will tell-ALL

evil will be unveiled.

Let’s not forget, in one RRN article Nancy did attend Obama’s

birthday bash with adrenochrome treats for the scumbag

WEF/NWO/Rothschilian elites… poor kids….

May I suggest more enhanced interrogation. ?

 
Roundup all the criminal Biden regimes Administration,

 
find out who’s giving the orders…
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Mass Arrests and Executions are NEEDED.

Main stream MEDIA MUST BE EXPOSED..

 
CONGRESS MUST BE ROUNDED UP.

 
FEMA MUST BE ARRESTED, FBI,CIA AND BIG PHARMA CEOS

ITS TIME FOR Martial LAW,

 
EAS and the WORKS !

 
THEY MURDERED LOYAL AMERICAN PATRIOTS at GITMO and

elsewhere !

Careful what you wish for.

Everything else but “declared” Martial Law, though we’re already

under Martial Law, could say, it’s on the down-low.

Soon as Insurrection Act was implemented unbeknownst to many

America went under Martial Law, utilized in discretionary capacity

Military Arrests & Tribunals and Asset Forfeitures, actually

confiscation.

Total all out Martial Law not good, serious gun fire, much death that

will make Sri Lanka upheaval look like a garden party.

Americana hence, hot dogs, apple pie and Chevrolet will cease to

exist. Truck & Rail Service, Air Traffic shut down, grocery stores

empty, no fuel at pumps. Mad Max scenario on steroids.

SHTF, grid failure halting utilities not good, especially winter

weather.

Deep State hoping for Martial Law, they have a specific playbook

geared for that, lose-lose for us.

Tyrannicals will swoop-in when smoke clears, time is on their side,

not ours.

Again, careful what you wish for.
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What I WISH FOR IS the DISMANTLING of the IRS,FBI,CIA, and

the CDC, and the FDA ,and the OTHER three letter agency’s that

ARE KILLING AMERICANS !

 
AND DON’T FORGET FEMA

There’s Different types of Marshal Law.

 
Marshal Rule. Full Marshal Law. Etc.

The clues are in the flags and Flag pole tops.

Also it’s not easy to find this information.

Excellent observation. I wish that on no one. If one wants proof of

martial law damage, look at Poland in 1981, look at Nazi Germany in

the 1930s, look at Canada in October 1970, look at China in 1989,

look at Hawaii after the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, look at

Ukraine now.

Agreed, the good guys are concerned about what the un-informed

irrational people will do.

the time for that might have been bf half the planet took the death

jab. maybe they can wait around and do nothing until the the

satanists manage to murder the rest through chemtrails.

MILITARY has already put American under Martial Law in 2021.

The National Guard is on active military duty, 300 Military pilots in

the sky 24/7/365, and 30 million deputized Veterans strategically

placed throughout America. No doubt Sheriffs are working with

Military and Veterans because many Sheriffs are Veterans, same as

police.

Finally, the ship used posses a problem for the defenders of GITMO

and may have to be taken out. Just a thought.

Notice how all traditional military protocol has been tossed in the

waste bin by these DS hacks, mixing FEMA with a few real military.

To what depths of depravity will they sink now that they’ve attacked
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GITMO?

I hope it shows too that there weren’t enough real military who

would support the mission, so they had to use FEMA manchurians.

When I read the account today, honestly they all sounded like robots.

Yes indeed, you would think a good US military man would ask why

are we fighting our own military? Why are we attacking a US Naval

base? Just we had our orders!

“To what depths of depravity will they sink now that they’ve attacked

GITMO?”

Probably their next step will be to round up all the whack-a-doo’s in

the mental institutes that can walk in a straight line, and don’t drool

overly much…

They took them straight off the streets some years ago and

introduced them to guillotines. Some kid saw it when his Dad was

taken away and he was able to sneak in and see his Dad beheaded.

Those FEMA guillotines are over the place now. Military needs to

bomb every FEMA camp to blithereens! (I think I made that word

up).

Deep State tortures, sodomizes, merchandizes and cannibalizes

children as well as poisons Earth and humanity to death, so, there’s

the depth of Deep State’s depravity. They know Military keeps a

DEATH LIST, just as they know the method of punishment they’ll get

by Father Jesus.

I don’t know what depths of depravity they’ll sink to, but I’m willing

to bet that they will soon be sinking to the depths of whatever

Venezuelan bay their mother ship is moored in…

Think of how the legal system in Nazi Germany went down the tubes

when it became a police state and rounded up people for any reason

and no reason at all and put them into concentration camps, never to

be heard from again.
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They also did that to the people who investigated Hitler’s past as

being a Rothschild. Dolfuss was one of the casualties because he

latched onto the truth, and Hitler couldn’t have it.

 
Hitler said to his nephew, William Patrick Hitler, “Nobody must

know who I am or where I came from.” He was descended from

Amsel Salomon Rothchild, who impregnated the family servant,

Maria, with the child who became Alois Hitler, who inherited some

money from the Rothschilds and changed his name to Hitler after the

fact. Alois married Klara Pölzl, who had Adolf, who became the

enemy of the world and killed over 6,500,000 Jews, 4,500,000 of

them were Polish Jews. He hated Poland and anybody else who was

anti-Reich, and wanted to eradicate all the Poles them from the

earth, and had it documented — brought out at the Nuremberg trial.

So he struck Poland on September 1, 1930, the first country of WW2.

 
J. Edgar Hoover did the same thing Hitler did because he was half

black and was passing for white — he was directly descended from a

16-year-old African slave fresh off the boat, whose owner, Christian

Hoover, raped her, produced a daughter, then raped her daughter

and produced a granddaughter. the descendants from the

granddaughter wuilled to Christian’s son, Kit Hoover, produced the

man who had an affair with Dickerson Hoover’s wife, got her

pregnant with J. Edgar. Dickerson hated his son J. Edgar. Reportedly

that was the reason he became sick and couldn’t work anymore as a

civil servant in D.C. because of the trauma of his wife’s adultery;

Dickerson was a racist but his wife was not. But J. Edgar Hoover

became a very virulent racist and went after MLK for helping black

stop the discrimination in America. which Kennedy tried to help

bring about in 1963 and Johnson signed into law in 1964. When

Hoover found out about his parentage, he took steps to eradicate all

traces of his past and even had 2 members of his own family killed

that could not be traced back to him.

 
In those days. if one was white and was found out to really be black

and held a position of authority, let alone LEO or judicial authority,

the racism in the country at the time was so bad he could have been
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killed. He had to erase those traces of his black ancestry to keep his

job.

 
As a side note the first FBI agent in the United States was a black

man. But Hoover conveniently forgot about that when he became

director of the FBI, never giving the man any credit. He fired any

agents who questioned his ethnicity because the smart ones figured

out he had black blood, because some of them did background checks

on people seeking work with the FBI, and Hoover would not hire any

blacks at all. They had to be white men. And Hoover could not have

whisperers working for him. He already had secrets as a homosexual,

a crossdresser and a gambler in debt to the Mafia, which he refused

to lock up until Attorney General Robert Kennedy ordered him to.

BOY, HE HATED THAT YOUNG WHIPPERSNAPPER!!.

 
But good old Millie McGhee found the family secret that Hoover was

her grandfather’s first cousin and published a book about it. Sorry, J

Edgar.

Hoover wouldn’t have been “killed” if his mixed ancestry had been

“discovered” in the 1960s (people who cared already knew anyway),

unless maybe someone who was just “shocked shocked” and hired a

hit man. Ridiculous to even think anyone would think about trying to

kill J. Edgar of all people. In fact, by those years it would have been a

brownie point for him, no pun intended. There were no legal

restrictions by race as far as holding high office by the 1960s, or,

indeed, in most states well before. btw, Clay Shaw of New Orleans

(connected with Jack Ruby and various players in the JFK

assassination), was managing director of the International Trade

Mart around that time, and sometimes told people he had had a

difficult background and he knew people said he was “part black”

which he himself thought might be the case.

I was referring to when J. Edgar started his career at the FBI, not

after he was its director for five decades. He was a young man on the

path to power is when he had his family members killed — one of the
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family names was Mazola, and her descendants are still afraid to talk

about it today — so nobody would know he was passing for white. By

the time of the Kennedy administration, still nobody knew.

How can Biden be the troops’ commander in chief if he’s not really

president? Plus, 1,800 people or more involved in this and not one

leak? Lot of people and hardware moving around without anyone

noticing.

To me, this episode above all shows Biden is NOT in charge … or he

would have used proper military. Sure, we know that some mil

turned Black Hat but from this it looks to me like a majority may be

loyal. And I don’t forget the “inauguration” when the military almost

all turned their backs on Biden.

That was a usurpation, not an inauguration. And Ivanka Trump

wanted to go to it, but Trump told her it was a bad idea. That was

before he found out about the $100,000,000.00 she and Jared were

sitting on that was misappropriated from Trump legal defense fund

of $300,000,000.00 that Trump supporters raised to fight the fraud.

That’s not her money to take, she already has $800,000,000.00

together with Jared. That’s plenty of money for anybody, so why steal

from Dad’s legal defense coffers he needed to fight the fraud to save

America?

 
And traitor Lindsey Graham said he was going to the usurpation of

his good

 
friend Traitor Joe but not see Trump off. Why? He helped steal the

election, blackmailed Mike Pence to certify the fraud, set Trump up

with Bob Woodward to make him look bad, and betrayed Trump on

J6 with McConnell, Pelosi and the rest of the traitors on J6. The man

has no shame. He needs to share a cell with Paulie.

The actor Arthur Roberts [fake Biden] knows he’s not Military’s

Commander-in-Chief because the deceased “Joseph Biden” didn’t (1)

run for office, and (2) the fake Biden didn’t win the election. Hence, a
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hand-full of Military and the rest were FEMA and FBI citizen tranny

freak communists, and mercenary drug cartel aliens.

The white hat air traffic controllers are noticing…..

 
The Christmas surprise

 
but gitmo repelled them

Faux Biden can’t exit a stage without help. Did you see the little girl

go up on stage, take his hand and lead him away? That was just one

occurrence. It’s usually Jill doing the leading. He probably can’t

order ice cream for himself.

 
There are two ways Biden is not the legal POTUS: 1:Biden died

before 2020 election, (he has multiple (20 clones, body doubles

wearing Biden masks & 1 comedian actor)). 2:Trump got more votes,

the election was rigged for Biden to win.

 
He is the illegal, mental patient, resident of a fake WH in Atlanta.

 
If & until Trump gets court backing of the truthful election results,

fake, illegal Resident Biden is considered President by law.

It works based on who believes it and what they go by to believe it.

TV news in USA is kharzian mafia. They all have orders and who they

answer to. If that falls out lesser people organize whatever they see

fit. Just because a ship can hold 1800 don’t mean 1800 is on the ship.

FEMA had radar secrets figured out. They can call who they answer

to, their president or commander. They own the television people

and pay them. It’s a civil war.

Ah…yes, but there was…It just got shot in it’s tracks. These Nasty

Natzi’s don’t care who they kill, or who gets killed. As long as they

can watch it play-out on screen. Can you shout, ‘death to American

Traitors’?

Thanks, Michael! And thanks for your service to we, the people! God

bless you and keep you safe! Is FEMA a branch of Obama’s military?

Why, I wonder, have they not been destroyed?
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No, empowered by W to harass, snoop on, provocateur and terrorize

“potential domestic terrorists”, which generally means anyone

disagreeing with, working against or exposing the Derp State. If

those “domestic terrorists” happen to be in Gitmo with lots of guns,

it’ll still be FEMA tasked with dealing with it. It is actually funny to

see potbellied, unscrupulous FEMA agents storming thousands on

entrenched marines.

 
IMO commies know they are criminals, and so they fear good cops,

good soldiers and really just anyone good, period. So they want to

replace the good people with criminals, cowards and morons. That

makes them feel safe. But it is a serious handicap of there’s ever real

fighting. This is what happened to Stalin in 1941, and now it is

happening to the, apparently, Venezuelan occupying government of

the USA.

Deep State former President Carter instituted FEMA in 1979. Carter

should’ve been hanged decades ago for his crimes against Americans

and sovereign nation!

It’s never too late to hang a traitor whether alive or dead … as the

English demonstrated!

Wonder if this was what they planned when Biden visited the FEMA

headquarters not to long ago…

Wow!!! How come I am not surprised that the orders came from

Arthur Roberts? Can’t the Supreme Court just deem all the elections

are rigged?

Sweet Dream on!!.

All of them are controlled by their bosses except one. Even the piggy

Sotomayor is “still on duty” from her grave after all..

Arthur Roberts takes orders, not the other way around. He’s the

comedian stand in for Faux Biden.
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Just an FYI: Michael Jaco reported on the Christmas Day Attack on

GITMO on his show a day or so ago. He was careful to state that he is

not sure if RRN is legitimate and encouraged his listeners to make up

their own minds. He did say that reliable sources had encouraged

him to report on the incident. More and more alt-news broadcasters

are recognizing RRN on their programs. Good work, Michael

Baxter!!!

Could the LHD Amphibious Assault ship have been the Bonhomme

Richard, decommissioned in 2021 and scheduled to be scrapped in

Brownsville Texas? Seems like I read somewhere that an Amphibious

Assault ship (Wasp-class carrier) Bonhomme Richard LHD-6 was

gone missing from the scrapyards in Texas. Maybe FEMA faked the

scrapping. The Deep-State had several subs that were destroyed by

white hats. When they moved the Bonhomme Richard through the

Panama Canal, a large portion of its superstructure had been

removed, which would lower its radar signature a great deal.

Take out SOD Austin who threatened to attack white hats. Hit them

hard immediately. Move a Carrier Task Force into the Gulf of

Mexico. Defend the southern border and Gitmo at the same time.

They should call the ship back and throw Nancy the DEAD pig whore

into the ocean so they can have her

It is highly peculiar that they would need Venezuela to help with

logistics. Makes me wonder just what exactly the Grandpa and Chief

and his nannies actually control right now. It doesn’t seem to be a

whole lot.

Sure, but that he’d need them to do this is what I’m focusing on. The

USA is supposed to be a super power. Clearly it isn’t with “Biden in

charge”. His USA needs the help from a middling South American

communist dictatorship.
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Ask the prisoners why their feckless Resident announced he would

close Gitmo Feb 12, 2021 and then nothing, zip, powerless. Again

January 5, 2022 the Resident announced he would close Gitmo.

Again nothing, zip, powerless. Instead, Gitmo received 4 million for

upgrades and a second new courtroom. If Biden could have carried

out his orders, it would have spared their capture, the dead. Those

FEMA agents wearing US Military uniforms unlawfully could be shot

as spies or terrorists.

Also ask yourself WHY Biden has not cancelled the two most

important EO’s that Trump signed and why he keeps RENEWING

them!!

It looks to me the White Hats job is far from done, all involved in this

treasonous act needs to be arrested and charge and put in Gitmo.

“Following Orders” won’t cut it, I hope they too will be charge and

spent years in Gitmo or be hang.

Depends who they are and what they were threatened with, doesn’t

it? If supporting Pedo Peter is treason, there are several million

Americans who need to get shot. Not sure if that’s a viable, or

particularly appealing, direction to go in. To me there needs to be

some sort of lower cutoff point for the military justice. When you

consider the absolute barrage of psyops the American public have

been subjected to for the last 20-30 years, everyone is more or less

confused. And confusion just can’t be a capital offense, or we’re all

dead.

This was an act of war and no confusion, these treasonous idiots

signed up for this job knew well what their mission was. All of them

could have said no, after all God gave them a brain and free will and

they made their choice. I think they all need to be charge with

treason every last one of them.
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The only ones who MAY have thought they didn’t actually have a

choice were the five actual military all low ranking and probably just

as confused as most private civilians.

I see you haven’t read the United States Constitution. Or any other

Founding Father documents. Better brush-up on the definition of

treason. Confusion is not listed.

Could not have been a body double, the deep state would not have

sent such a large assault force to rescue a clone.

Where did she get Hitler DNA from? Her parents were born around

the same time as hitler

The DNA thing..how they supposedly took Akenhaten’s DNA to

create 0bama the scumbag.. as crazy as it sounds. How they are all

OBSESSED with controlling our DNA. Following that ‘thread’ … It

would explain why witches were burned, so as not to leave behind

the wicked strands. What a crazy world.

Pelosi is of Italian blood from the D’Alessandro clan. Hitler was a

racist and a eugenicist, he did not have sex with Italian women or

American women, he liked white German women; so there is no way

he could have had sex, even with one ball, with Thomas

D’Allesandro’s wife in America in 1939 — Nancy was born in Little

Italy on March 26, 1940, the youngest of six children born in the

deeply Roman Catholic family. Hitler was too busy mobilizing for

WW2 and serving his god, Baal, or whatever Luciferian entity he

served, for such frivolous couplings with Italians or Italian-

Americans.

 
Annunciata M. Lombardi was Nancy’s mother; Hitler didn’t even

know the girl, and plus the D’Alessandros are Americans because

Nancy’s maternal grandparents emigrated to America in 1912 from

Italy. Annunciata Lombardi was a first-generation immigrant from

Campobasso, South Italy. Some sources say Annunciata was born in

Fornelli, Isernia, Molise in South Italy; and Thomas Ludwig John
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D’Alessandro Jr was born on August 1, 1903 in Baltimore, and his

mother Maria was born in Baltimore. His family originated from

Genoa, Venice, and Abruzzo. His parents were Maria Antonia

Petronilla (née Foppiani) and Tommaso G. D’Alessandro. His dad

was from Montenerodomo, Abruzzo, Italy.

The officials at GITMO said they already ruled out a clone after

running tests and exams on Nancy

Being from Baltimore originally, the D’Alessandros were pretty much

a fixture. I don’t think they were anywhere near Hitler, but they were

Mafia associated. I never heard of her though until Obama. It’s just

become a lazy habit to attribute anybody bad to ancestry from

“Hitler”, who, from all account had very few intimacies.

Rescuing the treasonous, adrenochrome consuming, alcoholic, ice-

cream addict was only the hype used to make the raid on GITMO

seem legitimate.

 
The DS wants their cohortes to believe they are the righteous ones.

They got a big surprise about the numbers of well-trained military

they encountered. They thought it was going to be a walk in the park,

WRONG!

Blessed be our military & the White Hats.

 
Prayers for those who gave their lives freely & without a 2nd thought.

It’s an absolute shame any one person lost their life, except Nancy

Pelosi.

I am curious about the 2nd amphibious vehicle that reversed & left

engagement. Did they have operational range to return back to that

ship that was hurriedly heading back to Venezuela?

 
Some of you military guys have an answer?

Maybe the people of Venezuela now have more understanding why a

DS criminal was brought in to be their President.
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It’s a shame all those fema people have either sold out or been

brainwashed by the deep state. Would it be like that if the white hats

made the crimes of the cabal public? Do you really believe the

people would riot if the white hats shut down the corporate media …

turned on the EBS and showed all the evidence to the people?

And what about that “investigation” into the fraud that took place for

the third time?

No … I have only seen report where they end up in different cities

around the county.

Maybe, but I think you would need some plausible pretext. Ideally

you want Biden to be seen doing any egregious things first. That’s

how DJT has done it in the past. I refused to hand over his tax

returns. Not to hide anything, but to get the SC precedent set for

everyone else in DC. It’s just what he does. He didn’t set this

precedent. Biden did, and that is very easy to prove to people when

this tool is used against the Dems.

 
So how to get Biden to use the EBS or shut down the internet? Beats

me, but I imagine that is what the plan is from Trump, because it’s

always the plan.

They already have a plausible pretext especially when they keep

claiming ” they have it all” … “we caught them all” . First of all the

have plenty of evidence of Biden doing egregious things … second

Biden is not the president so he has no authority to use the EBS.

EAS OR Emergency Broadcast is for controlling the collective group.

It’s not worldwide but country by country. They can’t do it, or seems

they would have already. We have definitely enough disasters to

warrant something to take over. How it get’s better would aI think be

in the healing like med beds….something major for people to look

forward to, and grow up in a good way.

The EBS is meant to inform the collective group not control it. They

can do it and the fact they have not leave them suspect.
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It’s time to let the people know.

Me too. I don’t forget what they did in Florida to people they were

“supposed” to be rescuing & helping. And WHO INVENTED FEMA?

Something in its origins smells to high heaven.

I’ve been saying for some time now that the executions should occur

the same day as a court finds them guilty and at worst the following

day. This alone may have prevented this attack and saved many lives.

I do hope we see very soon the arrest of all involved in ordering such

treasonous event and avenge the lives of our lost Soldiers and

Marines.

The White Hats would not have known FEMA’s involvement, use, the

Person giving the Order, had they not captured the surviving

defectors.

“Corruption runs deep.”

I’m not disagreeing with the sooner the better approach, but it

luckily, in this case, exposed their connections and who they answer

to.

Last edited 9 hours ago by RedPillOverdose

Look, this isn’t a Wumpscut song. There needs to be a procedure.

Less than a month from arrest to sentencing being carried out is

greased lightning when compared to the decades it would have taken

civil courts to meticulously avoid justice. Also, if this evidently

clownish assault is all the Derp State can do, it has already lost. What

was it? 6 marines to 35+ FEMA goons casualty figures? Berger &

friends can do this for years without even having to train new

marines.

There were probably 33 on each helicopter, all killed on two helos,

another 30 on the destroyed LS. So maybe 120 dead to 7 white hats.
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Yep, just waiting for updated figures. 35 is approximately the amount

of corpses they found.

Another fine article Mr B. Cool that you have the same name as my

favorite show Last Man Standing main character.

Wrong. It’s not a civil war if you’re fighting enemy combatants &

treason & seditionists, etc. They are no longer American Citizens.

These treasonous trailers probably have no idea that they are

dedicating their lives as useful idiots in order to support and

perpetuate:

Domination of the world by a cabal of trillionaires who worship

Satan, bow down to ruthless off-planet and underworld aliens, traffic

humans, and engage in ritual consumption and sacrifice of living

human beings, especially children.

Or maybe these treasonous traitors know exactly what they are doing

and who they are supporting and why.

If they don’t realize what they are doing, I can find a piece of me that

can forgive them for being ignorant. Not forgive them for what they

are doing, but forgive them for their ignorance. (That doesn’t mean

let them off the hook–they need to face justice for what they have

done/are doing)

If they do realize exactly who they are really supporting, and what

they are doing and why….(?)

So these Hood-Rats Traitors followed the orders from this FEMA

Administrator? If true then her Ass is in big trouble with the White

Hats. And there is a ship load of traitors that they too need to be

charge.

in the normal presidency yes …. not in the dual what we have now …

be ready for another bigger-fireworks…so this f*ucking theatre can

continue…
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Last edited 3 hours ago by sejmon

So these Hood-Rats Traitors followed the orders from this FEMA

Administrator? If true then her Ass is in big trouble with the White

Hats. And there is a ship load of traitors that they too need to be

charge.

as she should be,

 
the sooner they pick her up and string. Her up,

better off our country will be…

We have 20 aircraft carriers more than any other nation on the

planet and none of them were in the area or able to respond to this

terrorist attack? And were to believe the Airforce didn’t have any jets

on this base capable and available to whack the fuck out of these

deep state traitors and enemy combatants? Isn’t this Gitmo where

thousands of deep state traitors are being warehoused pending there

military tribunals. Descernment and the truth is like picking fly shit

out of pepper. This would be a good example of a military goat fuck!

The two Arleigh Burke destroyers just 100 miles away could have

easily taken out the Amphibious Assault ships with their

Tomahawks, especially with the enemy ship crewed by untrained

FEMA idiots.

Velitel základny Gitmo je musel odvolat. Možná je potřeba vyměnit

kapitána Samuela Whitea.

Měl jsem stejné obavy. Jak je možné, že ty invazní síly nebyly

detekovány, jak přicházejí do GITMO dříve, než byly?

 

 


